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     Violinist Briana Di Mara comes in like a fresh breeze on her debut 

album called Haven.  The album has nine tracks of Balkan/World music. It 

is unique in that it has many tangents to other kinds of music, ethnic, 

Middle Eastern and more. You got to love diversity. Over all the music is 

light hearted, but some of the tracks are serious in their adopted themes; 

energetic and exhilarating. Furthermore, the acoustic instrumentation is 

traditional and adds authenticity to the distinctive sound of Haven. On the 

recording you might hear any number of instruments used by more than a dozen accompanists, 

the santur, qanun, darbuka, riqq, davul, and mandocello. I give you the pleasure of looking up 

these unusual instruments. Incidentally, I did not see any electronics in the credit section. Briana 

Di Mara is a much in demand album collaborator not only in the bay area, but around the world 

and known for her skills at creating folkloric soundscapes.  

The opening track, Home is a jaunty tune using Celtic blandishments and polyphony. The tune 

has movement, such a traveler heading in the right direction. Pick a compass point and take a 

step. The violin beckons you, draws you along. Nickering percussion and n'goni join you along 

the ways. Accordion and violin mix it up on the imaginative track Storyteller. It’s like flipping 

through pages in a book, but this one is created from music. Mountains and valleys, stars and 

moons, lush forests and high deserts, they and the people that make the stories come alive are all 

in a here. Grace has a classical feel, but it is still light and inventive. There’s an Old World 

elegance to the melody. A droning, hurdy-gurdy type of background and a moderate tempo make 

it a dance around a circle, perhaps a fairy circle.  

A “partita” is usually for a solo instrument, but on this track La Partida Tango, it takes more 

than two. Violin dances about first with the guitar, then the qanun. It is lively and exciting. 

Somewhere in Andalusia there is a cantina, a big glass or two of sangria, and a moon that shines 

brightly. Let us dance. Reverie uses counterpoint drum in an interesting way, like a metronome 

of sorts, counting away the hours from midnight until dawn. Briana’s melody bends the starlight 

and the dreams come free flowing into your mind. The violin notes have depth, but they are 

made out of smoke; they lift, then disappear in the heavens. And into the Moonrise as the next 

cut is called. No quiet night here, but a gala of gypsy inspired music that goes long into the 

darkness. Heavy rhythms and bright music add the light that the soul is seeking. Kalliope’s 

Lullaby to me, had an Appalachian feel, maybe on this side of Celtic. A short, but sweet vocal 

and then off to dreamland. There are some bountiful layers that richly harmonize and soothe on 

this warm, lyrical cradle song.  

Where do you go went you want comfort or succor? Haven. Briana Di Mara’s album provides 

that respite from the hectic electric world. Di Mara and more than dozen talented musicians join 



together to break the pattern of habitude we all endure for the sake of life. Her violin instills the 

hours with a bit of joy, a sense of entertainment, and a great deal of happy.  

 

 

 

 

 

 


